Scare Hollow Productions

Haunted Bed
How-to

Materials List
Staple/Nail gun

2 sheets of MDF or thin
Plywood 4’ x 8’

Staples / brad nails

58 ft of 1x2 boards

Screws

4x fixed casters (chair
or toolbox sized)

Curtain material or long bed skirt

2x 4’ L channel w/ 1” rise

Fake Body

Comforter

Building the rolling Rig
1. Cut plywood in two pieces,
43” x 20” (rig) & 72” x 24” (base)
2. Cut your L channel to 4 ft each unless already cut
3. Cut 2 pieces of 1x2 to 19”
4. Lay down base where you want your bed
5. Drill holes in the L channel to attach it to the board,
4 holes spaced evenly.
6. Place L channel 2-1/2” in and start 4” from one end
of the board(this will be the foot of the bed) and
make sure they are 18-1/2” apart, screw them into
place.
7. Screw in the 19” 1x2’s at the front and back of the L
channels as stoppers.
8. Add handle at end (foot of the bed) for actor aid
9. Round out one end of the 42 x 20” rig board like a
skateboard end.
10. Attach casters to the rig board, back wheels are 4”
in from the back and front wheels are 8” in from the
edge(to allow the actor to go out further)
11. Place rig inside the L channel and test, should have
some gap but not much.

Building the Bed

The top of our bed is 74” x 49”, up to you on your size,
but all other measurements would have to change to fit
your bed top size. All measurements from here on fit our
bed and fit any size person under 250 lbs.
1. Cut 4 1x2’s to 72 -1/2” long runners
2. Cut 3 1x2’s to 49” long fronts / backs
3. Cut 9 1x2’s to 23-1/4” long uprights
4. Lay down the 72” runners and one 49” front piece
flat and attach to each other, via staples, nails or
brackets.
5. Starting at the back left (head of the bed) attach an
upright to the wall and the runner on the floor.
Attach uprights at 18” from wall and then 54” from
wall then at the end of the 72”
6. Foot of the bed has 3 more uprights @ 13” from left
and 37” from left and then at 49”(end), leaving a 24”
space for the actor to come through.
7. Attach one upright along right side of the bed at
about 36” and then at the end of the 72” back at the
head of the bed.

8. Attach one 72” runner to the top of the uprights of
the left side and on the right side, and a 49” piece to
the top of the foot and head of the bed.
9. Attach the 74” x 49” bed top to the top runners.
This will not support human weight…
10. Cover bed with bed skirt or dark material to cover all
of the wood on the sides. Cut the material at the
24” actor opening at the foot in half and staple
edges to the uprights.
Bed is designed to allow actor to reach out from
under the bed with his/her arm(s). A pillow or
memory foam pad on the rig would help, but allow
for breaks or swap actors in the room.

Youtube video of bed build how to
http://youtu.be/ijQ7TgQ1XgY
or on Scare Hollow Youtube page under how-to’s
Questions: scarehollowpdx@gmail.com

